Seminar Schedule for AKS Uppsala, Spring term 2023
Wednesdays 13.15–15.00

For an up to date version of the schedule: [https://tinyurl.com/yt9zr322](https://tinyurl.com/yt9zr322)

The seminars are held in the Seminar room 2-2033 at the Department of Archaeology and Ancient History, unless otherwise noted.

Events tagged with ► are outside the ordinary schedule

- January 18th: Upptaktsdagar
- January 25th, 13:15–15:00: Introductory seminar – formalizing the spring schedule, presenting new publications and participation in workshops and conferences
  ► January 31st, 14:15–17:00 (Agora), sal 6-0022: Smuts och renhet i antiken
- February 1st, 13:15–15:00: Fabio Spalla – Omnibus honoribus functo: Emotions, honour, and the construction of integritas between slavery and freedom in the Early Roman Empire
- February 8th, 13:15–15:00: Eva Rystedt – Book presentation: Excursions into Greek and Roman Imagery
• February 15th, 13:15–15:00: Kerstin Höghammar – *The Koan navy - shiptypes, manning, activities and required harbour facilities*

• February 22th, 13:15–15:00: Inget seminarum

• March 1st, 13:15–15:00: Lars Karlsson – *Etruskernas tidiga historia*

• March 8th, 13:15–15:00: Patrik Klingborg – *The development of the water supply on the Peloponnese*

• March 15th, 13:15–15:00: Inget seminarium, Arbetsmiljöworkshop

• March 22nd, 13:15–15:00: Karl Appelgren – Tuning the grave. Early auloi as grave goods

• March 29th, 13:15–15:00: Academic Writing (before lunch)

► March 30th, 17.15, **Humanistiska teatern**: Olivier Henry (University of Lyon 2 Lumière) – Labraundaföreläsning

► March 31st, 13.00–17.00, **room 2-1024**: *The Labraunda archaeological project: the latest research*

• April 5th, 13:15–15:00: Wally Cirafesi (SCAS) – Architecturalizing Power and Resistance: Capernaum’s Octagonal Church and Limestone Synagogue

► April 11th, 15:15–17:00, **room 2-1024**: A.W. Persson-föreläsning: Françoise Rougemont – *Mycenaean and contemporary Near Eastern archives. Late Bronze Age palatial organisation and administrative procedures*

• April 12th, 13:15–15:00: Françoise Rougemont – *Oil plants in Mycenaean Greek texts and contemporary Near Eastern records*

• April 19th, 13:15–18:00: Workshop, **Universitetshuset, Sal I**: Sacred space, secular space – what is what and how to tell them apart? (Gunnel Ekroth)

• April 26th, 13:15–15:00: Jenny Wallensten (SIA) & Robin Rönnlund (SIA & University of Thessaly) – *The activities of the Swedish institute at Athens and the fieldwork at Palamas*

• **May 3rd, 13:15–15:00, room 22-1017**: Albert Hafner (Universität Bern) – *Early Farmers of the European Alpine Space: The Archaeology of Lake Shore Settlements and Relations to Climatic Changes of the Holocene*
► May 10th, 10:15–12:00: Tanja Romankiewicz (Edinburgh University) – *Circular economies and ecologies: building with turf in prehistoric and Roman times*

• May 10th, 13:15–15:00: Fraser Hunter (National Museums of Scotland) – *Roman silver goes north: the uses and impacts of silver beyond the Roman frontier*

► May 15th, 15.00–17.00 (with AGORA, Universitetshuset, sal XI): Clare Rowan (University of Warwick) – *Prestige and Imperial Ideology on Roman Imperial Tokens*

► May 17th, 10:15–12:00, room 22-0031: Filmo Verhagen – *Slutseminarium: Daily life in the Roman Republican countryside. Production, distribution and consumption of cooking pots* (opponent: Martina Revello Lami, University of Leiden)

• May 24th, 13:15-15.00m room 22-1017: Vinciane Pirenne-Delforge (Collège de France) – *Megaron and piglets: how to deal with sacrifices at the Thesmophoria*

• May 31st, 13:15-15.00, rooms 3-2028 & CGo A30: Slutseminarium Emily Vella, Archaeology, see their schedule

• June 7th, 14:15-16.00, rooms 2-1024 & CGo A30: Slutseminarium Kailin Hatlestad (Archaeology) – *Pitfalls and possibilities: Using Archaeoinformatics to analyze human response to environmental risk* (opponent: Eugene Costello, Radical Humanities Lab., Univ. College Cork & SU)